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INTRODUCTION
It is with great pleasure that we look back on an inspiring and enjoyable week in Ronneby. The four days
that we spent on site gave us insight into the location,
available resources and the objectives. We were also
able to experience at first hand some of Ronneby’s
great assets like the park, the river and the hospitality
of its citizens.
The visible features of the location, including the river,
the park, the Red Barn and the surrounding residential areas, were taken as a starting point to develop
the suggestions that have been presented. During our
stay, and through internet research, we were able to
gather information about the community that provided the esstial input to developing the first steps of
the program. Although these steps are modest, they
are apparent and will assist in the eventual transformation of the Kilen area. An important element of the
proposal places focus on integrating the local identity
of Ronneby.
At the same time, a world facing global warming,
overpopulation and loss of bio-diversity ask for a different local approach to meet the needs of our current and future generations. This not only means
that we need to change the way we produce things, it
also affacts our economic and social system. Designers and producers will be held responsible for their
products and the impact on society. We believe that
sustainable or cyclical development should be based
on a bottom-up and an open source approach; sharing ideas and knowledge are intrinsically linked. This
approach engages people and ultimately affects not
only how we design and create our environment but
also how we relate to nature and what we experience
in the realm of the possible, desirable and acceptable.
The communication between the different stakeholders, the municipality, investors, citizens, designers
and experts will be a crucial element for the success of
a development. Kilen is located in the heart of the city,
which means that every citizen will be touched by the

development. An economically sound, healthy and
reversible development is very important for Ronneby. For this to be successful a shift in the collective
perception is necessary. A city should be perceived as
more of a social space rather than a consumer’s space.
A cyclical awareness affects all aspects of common
life, such as how we live, do business, feed ourselves,
design, travel, communicate and relate to nature.
Therefore the intention is to contribute to the happiness to the citizens of Ronneby rather than to simply
add square metres to the site.
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APPROACH
This report presents guidelines for a development
of the area, rather than presenting a predefined plan
flexible enough to serve the future needs of Ronneby; needs that are not yet fully apparent. To initiate this development we suggest measurements (that
are reversible), that can be implemented immediately
and that take a restricted budget into consideration.
These measurements will be the foundation for the
development of the site and they will help to attract
tourists and new business while being enjoyable for
the citizens of Ronneby. The basis of the development
considers
Waste is food:
Make and use healthy food products that can be
reused in biological and/or technical loops.
Diversity is strength:
Diverse ecological or economic systems are
more resistant to stress than uniform ones. That
means that for all developments we should strive
towards a sound, diverse and balanced system.
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Energy only from renewable sources:
Energy should only come from short-term
renewable sources: The city of Ronneby already
uses the river as an energy-source and by using
solar energy and biogas this principal could be
further expanded upon.
The importance of systems thinking:
Create an environment that is flexible and selfsupporting. Take the scale of the system into
account; when is it viable to only consume food
or clothes that are produced locally; and when
is it viable to use technology from Japan to solve
local problems?
These are the four most important principles that will
enable the creation of an ecologically and economically healthy development in Ronneby. The socially
vivid areas of Kilen are where key-players will be able
to develop and explore the potential of their activities.
Our approach towards Kilen answers these challenges.
Ronneby is a small community with a clear vision of
what the future could bring and this approach has the
potential to be a great model for other communities.

Station of Ronneby

ELSIA
ELSIA is a categorization tool to index the different areas of interest for integrated development. It
replaces the People, Planet, Profit system to offer a
more structured approach that yields more complete
and insightful results. Using the ELSIA diagram we
formulated goals for each ELSIA layer.
ELSIA takes its name from the five main categories
seen in the SiD stack diagram to the right. The categories are:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Energy and Materials (Matter)
Life (Species and Ecosystems)
Society (Economy and Culture)
Individual (Health and Happiness)
Actions (Utility and Purpose)

The categories of ELSIA are functionally nested within
each other. All materials are made from energy, and
all ecosystems are made of materials. The economy is
a subset of culture; just as each individual is always a
part of society, and so on.
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COMPONENTS
Health and Happiness

Species and Ecosystems

•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•

•

Integration of river on the site
Integration of green area’s in Kilen
Outdoor recreation (experience nature)
Green houses for flexible use (winter gardens,
bar / café, market / shops, and so forth)

Culture and Economy

Materials and Energy

•

•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
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Health city: health-care and Spa
Sports, leisure, biking, walking
Fresh food production and market
Flexible policies: Engagement of local
residents and entrepreneurs
Social program for young and old on the
Kilen site

Entrepreneurship (Innovation, C2C, Tourism
(Spa) Health-care and Sports)
Local food program
Sharing economy
Link between Business Park and education
Flexible
planning,
buildings
and
infrastructure

Efficient / zero energy buildings
Local renewable Energy sources
Carbon Positive Development / roadmap
C2C buildings and materials
Closed-loop material program
Water program (re-use, cleaning)

GOALS
Below are the future aspirations for Kilen and Ronneby categorized per topic.
Health and Happiness

Species and Ecosystems

Kilen is an attractive asset of Ronneby that attracts
residents, tourists (visitors) and clean-tech
businesses and engages its visitors, businesses
and residents in healthy living. Linking Kilen
to outdoor activities, sports, the spa, healthy
buildings and materials, health and sustainable
entrepreneurship and social activities around
locally produced goods inspire and connect
people to the sustainability values of Ronneby.

Ronneby’s surroundings provide a pleasant
environment for living, working and leisure. The
green areas meander through Kilen connecting
it to its natural surroundings and inviting
pedestrians and bikers into the area. Green
areas are used to remediate the soil and provide
attractive meeting places. Using greenhouses
and winter gardens invite people into the area
year-round. Local healthy food production and
a market or outlet as well as functional green
areas (for example for cleaning water) strengthen
biodiversity and connect people to nature and
the origin of their food.

Culture and Economy

Energy and Materials

Responsible entrepreneurship and health-related
businesses characterize the site. Kilen showcases
itself as a place where new employment is
generated by attracting attention for ambitious
sustainable
entrepreneurship.
Sustainable
programs strengthen the local economy and
add value to living in Ronneby. Innovation and
education connect the site to the neighbouring
universities attracting students and trainees.
Displaying sustainable innovations and initiating
workspaces and for example local organic food
programs connects the business scene to residents
and engages them to initiate new activities. New
(food) outlets and meeting places (e.g. bars) turn
Kilen into a place where people want to meet and
socialize and to work and live

Kilen is the Swedish showcase for efficient use
of resources and the use of healthy materials in
buildings. Energy efficient buildings and the
use of renewable energy sources (water, wind
and solar power) provide pleasant and healthy
indoor climates. The buildings also demonstrate
how we can transform our construction sector
in to a closed loop system. Water management
programs safeguard responsible water use and
connect Kilen to its beautiful river. Connecting
Kilen to the train station and creating new
bridges for pedestrians and bikers change these
‘now perceived barriers’ into assets that connect
the functions of Kilen to the neighbouring areas.
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CONTEXT
LOCATION
Ronneby is situated between Karlskrona and Karls
hamn on the south-east coast of Sweden, close to the
Baltic Sea. Both neighbouring cities can be reached
within 30 minutes by car or train. Approximately
150,000 people live in the area. The E22 highway
connects the city with Malmö to the West and with
Kalmar to the north-east. The city, with 12,000 inhabitants, is an old trading post on the Ronneby river
(Ronnebyån), which runs north south through the
city and connects to the open sea. The old harbour
gives testimony of the old trading activities and the
importance of the river. The city is still marked by its
Danish and Swedish history. In more recent times the
city is famous for the Ronneby Spa and also for hosting one of Sweden’s largest convention centres.
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During the summer, markets, concerts and other
forms of entertainment are organized for tourists. The
Soft Centre is situated on the riverbank opposite the
park. It is located on the south-end of a spindle shaped
area formed by the river and other topographic elements. On the other end in the north the Kilen area
and the railway station are located. This area forms
the link between the old city centre and the park. The
railway tracks divide the area in a north-south direction into two parts, which are connected by a fly over.
On one side of the railway tracks there are various
production halls, the bus depot is located on the other
side. Soil contamination from former industrial use
is a problem on the Kilen site. A buffer zone adjacent
to the railway tracks has to be considered with new
developments. Situated on the plot, the
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location Ronneby
The spa was discovered in the eighteenth century and
was developed up until the end of the nineteenth century and was one of the most visited spas in Europe.
The picturesque Brunnspark and its buildings are a
result of this development. Henry August Flindt and
Henrik Madelung designed the famous park that surrounds the hotel and during time special features were
added, such as the scent garden (Doftträdgarden) and
the Japanese garden (Japanska Trädgarden). The park
and its surroundings earned Ronneby the reputation
as the garden of Sweden.

projectarea connects the city centre with Brunnspark

situation Kilen

Red Barn is a relict of the former timber industry. The
second ware house building on the Kilen site itself is
still in use by DHL.

performance. It is, however, the hotel and its famous
park and the associated health-tourism industry
that are the strong pillars of the local economy.

ECONOMIC
In the 1990s, a vivid and thriving internet economy
developed in Ronneby. The University of Karlskrona/
Ronneby was founded as a result of this and is located
at the Soft Centre. A software specific business park
was also developed adjacent to the university building. When the market collapsed in early 2000 most
of the software related activities retracted. The university changed its name to the Blekinge Institute of
Technology and relocated to Karlskrona and Karlshamn. Understandably this had an enormous impact
on the economic situation of the city and its real estate
market. Some of the most inventive and specialized
companies survived and are still active in the region.
Some were closely linked to another industry in Ronneby – the development and use of waterjet-cutting
technology – and survived by working and developing for them. This technology has been developed at
Ronneby’s Waterjet Lab since the 1960s and is linked
to several local companies that are active worldwide.

waterjet-cutting
Another well developed business sector in Ronneby is
the health sector due to the Park and the Spa. STAC is
one example of this – a company working with European athletes to improve their wellbeing and

inside STAC’s training centre
In recent years, the market of sustainable solutions
and building materials and finishes has become Ronneby’s economic mainstay, which is certain to expand
in the future. Tarkett is one of the most prominent
companies working in this field while ECOScience’s
focus is the development of installation systems for
the private housing market. The timber industry can
contribute by offering new solutions for flexible and
fast building methods. These groups are represented
under the one roof at the Cefur showroom, which
also offers expertise and advice in Cradle to Cradle.
Cefur can also take steps in developing new economic
strategies needed. If we want to effect change in the
approach and incentive of development, new and better suitable economic models need to be used. In a
circular economy all the materials that are used are
renewable resources for future use, furthermore, it
7

SOCIAL
calls for a renewal of economic tools which have to be
developed. The aforementioned also leads to the need
for a different and new approach to land use in developments. Land has to be reclaimed for new developments once a certain use or function ceases.

one of ECOScience developments
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Demographics show that Ronneby has to ensure that
it not only appeals to the elderly but also to young
people. Strategies need to be developed to make it
advantageous for young people to stay or even to
come to the area. The university, no longer located in
Ronneby, has left open an economic opportunity. The
prosperity that followed after the founding of the university could occur once again based on the success
that came after the founding of the university in the
1990s could be repeated with the Cefur concept, not
only as a showroom but also as a centre of expertise
for a new circular economy.One strategy would be to
involve citizens and stakeholders in the development
process. A widely shared vision and process will help
to smoothly transform the area that will serve the
community’s real needs while creating a welcoming
and well-received environment.
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PHYTOREMEDIATION AND GREEN
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In some cases, and depending on the development
prospect of the site, phytoremediation alone is a suitable solution to soil pollution. In other cases, phytoremidiation could be a additional treatment besides
other mechanical means of treatment.
In the development scheme, we propose to built the
first phase of urban development around the polluted
sites, keeping them open and available for phytoremediation. In this way the contaminated areas become
places that, at least during the first phase of the development of Kilen offer natural and spatial quality in
the form of urban gardens while the cleaning process
takes place.
By making use of a potential natural vegetation for
phytoremidiation, the sites become a part of the natural backbone of Kilen.
The first step is to take out the existing pavement, predominately asphalt and concrete, to reveal the soil.
The extracted pavement material could be used in the
temporary or final development of Kilen, for example
as foundation material or reused pavement material.
Possibly earthworks have to be carried out to reach
the soil that needs treatment.
In this phase some sort of physical barrier needs to be
installed around the treatment sites, limiting accessibility (depending on the limitations for use due to
health risk ) but allowing visual connections from the
urban development around it.
In this phase, the treatment sites are also used to establish connections between the different key incubator
sites; the Red Barn and later on the former DHL site.
These connections go hand in hand with the process
of phytoremediation and can be imagined as raised
pathways or lightweight bridges hovering over the
treatment sites. In this way they become exiting
10

passages through the urban gardens, adding an experience of nature to the urban development of Kilen.
Next to these passages, small structures, such as temporary units for public or commercial use could be
added on the edges of the urban gardens. When these
structures overlap with the contaminated soil, they
should be constructed in alternative ways, for example built on a construction limiting contact with the
soil, leaving it available for treatment.
Further on in the development, when the soil is sufficiently cleaned, parts of these urban gardens can
become part of the urban development, or remain
open as gardens or playgrounds, since intensive use
of the sites is now allowed.
For further information see appendix

WATER
The spa, the Ronnebyån river and the Baltic Sea: Ronneby is closely connected to the vital element of water.
Actually, we all depend on clean water of potable
quality. With reconnecting to the river, a natural and
continues stream of fresh water once again becomes
part of the site. In our approach we suggest to introduce an ecologic wastewater treatment system as part
of the river park. With such a ‘living machine’ we can
guarantee that only clean water leaves the site, making it a water cleaning system rather than a source of
pollution as is the case with most traditional developments.

Another way to make use of water is shown by the
waterjet-lab and waterjet industry. With their effort
water becomes an even more sophisticated means in
an industry that mimics nature.

We propose to deal with all the water on the site,
both runoff and waste water. Every drop of water is
naturally absorbed, treated and stored on site, without diverting it directly towards a traditional sewer
system. The water from roofs and paved surfaces will
become a visual element in the neighbourhood. By
means of open drains and little streams, a network of
waterways show the inhabitants and visitors how the
water is redirected to a series of basins, water mirrors
and wadis. Here the water is stored and used for irrigation of fields and gardens before flowing back into
the river. Wastewater will be filtered and cleaned by
natural processes making it, for example, possible to
be used for flushing toilets and washing cars or for
safely redirecting it into the river.

hydropower plant of Ronneby

By treating the water within the park area, another
layer is added to the public space. The park becomes
both a place for leisure and enjoyment as well as a
functional green space, cleaning water and soil, providing connectivity, playing a role in the energy and
climate cycle and in local food production.

Channel or basin

Drain channel
Drain channel

Channel or basin

Water mirror

Ditch
Ditch

Water mirror

Storage and filtration Basin
Filtering

Storage and filtration Basin
Filtering

Storage basin underground
Storage basin underground

wastewater treatment with plants

water cycle
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FOOD
Within the focus of healthy housing and lifestyle, it is
key to focus on healthy food production and usage.
For us healthy food is closely related to food that is
produced organically and locally, either on site or in
proximity to the community. Linking healthy food
directly to the community by means of healthy school
meals and easy availability in shops and market
around town, for example, triggers a great improvment towards a healthy lifestyle. Products can either
be processed in the kitchen of the café or sold at the
farmer’s market, of which a second unit could possibly find its place in the Kilen area.

The fish faeces are used as fertilizer for the tomatoes
and the warmth of the glasshouse is used to heat the
water tanks for the fish. Also, the CO2 produced by
the fish will nurture the plants.
The good accessibility to the site and the presence of
large facilities like the former DHL building or the
bus depot could provide great infrastructure for local
food transportation, for example, from the surrounding area of Ronneby into town or towards the rest of
Sweden. A link to the farmers market on the main
square or in the Kilen area would in this way be a possible combination.

eatable garden

Agriculture

Compost

production and consumption area in one
Focusing on new ways of food production on the
Kilen site seems like the obvious thing to do, Waste
considering the agricultural past of the site as well as being
situated in the fertile lowlands of the river valley. To
make optimal use of the spatial possibilities of the
area, we suggest small-scale food-production around
as well as on top of the buildings in the area. For
example, we could introduce greenhouses in which a
closed cycle for the production of tomatoes and fish
can be introduced.
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Food Market

Agriculture

Consumption

Compost

Waste

Food Market

Consumption

food cycle
Compost

MOBILITY

Pedestrian

Pedestrian
Pedestrian
Pedestrian
Pedestrian

Pedestrian

Bike
Bike
Bike
Bike

Bike

Trein
Trein
Trein
Trein

Bike

Train

Trein

Car
CarCar
Car

Eletric car

The rail system and the rental car company could
collaborate different ticket combinations to provide
a cost efficient incentive for commuters to use both
services if necessary. Access for motorized traffic will
only be possible from the side of the railway. Bicycles
and pedestrians will additionally have access from
alongside the river. This avoids a barrier being created
by the road between the green area and the water and
the new urban structure, which guarantees that the
transparency and accessibility to the green area stays
intact.

Car

Car
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means of transportation and circulation in the area
To make the new neighbourhood a success and an
example of modern urban planning, a mix of different mobility means is necessary. In this area pedestrians and bicycles will have priority over cars and other
motorized vehicles for health and safety reasons.
The bicycles can be used to travel short distances. To
encourage bicycle use, bicycle stalls will be placed
close to the entrances and a service-point for repair
and maintenance will be available. In addition, train
commuters will be able to rent bicycles for use in the
area. The next step will be to encourage the use of
electric vehicles rather than regular motorized vehicles. The parking spaces for electric vehicles will be
closer to access points and entrances than those for
regular vehicles. These vehicles would preferably be
shared cars. With an app you can sign in once you
need a vehicle and the vehicle is then available for the
booked time. That means that the percentage of cars
used will be higher than that of cars owned by individuals.

Ronneby station

RAILWAY CHANCE AND THREAT
The railway connects Ronneby with the rest of Southern Sweden. By train, Karlshavn and Karlskrona are
30 minutes within reach from Ronneby. However, the
railway tracks separate the city from the Kilen area
and by doing so form a barrier rather than a connection. Furthermore, the 30m buffer zone creates a further burden for development adjacent to the tracks.
The railway and especially the station does however
create is a great opportunity to establish the Hub in
the Red Barn. Therefore some measures need to be
taken.
First of all, a connection between the station and the
Kilen area must be established. Initially a connection
across the tracks should be adequate. The safety issues
will be controlled with the right technology – and
13

train traffic is already restricted. This will allow access
to the Hub in the Red Barn, making the station the
connecting point between the Kilen area and the city,
which will create awareness of the development.

VISIBILITY

framing the red barn as strategy

overpass connection
In the future, the 30m buffer zone can be used as a
covered car parking area. The roof of the parking
zone will make it possible to create a safe passage over
the tracks to the other side of the area. This can also
be used as a pedestrian connection with the fly-over,
where small-scale urban agriculture can also take
place.

The strategy followed and described below allows the
branding of the Red Barn within a couple of months. It
will be seen as the catalyst for the change of the Kilen
area and enough attention is generated to collect ideas
for further development. These ideas can be worked
on in the Red Barn or in the connected bubble until
they are developed enough to be feasible. Visibility is
a main component of this strategy - at least for the
first steps taken.

DHL BUILDING

DHL - building seen from the station
Over time new demands for the area will be developed. The area will become more and more inviting
and will in turn attract new entrepreneurs. At the
same time DHL wants to move to another more suitable location at the edge of Ronneby. This means the
DHL buildings and premises would become available
for a next step development. A suitable tenant should
be found to take over the building and reuse it for a
14

RED BARN
new and suitable function until a new use of the area
is wished for. Once this function is found the buildings can be disasembled and the area can be used in
a new way.
After the first stages are in place with regards to the
Red Barn, an expansion towards the DHL-building is
a logical step. Good use will be made of its roof structure where greenhouses will be installed for local food
production. The food produced will be sold at the
indoor-market located inside the building. Small production units can also be installed where goods like
clothes or wooden furniture or toys for the market
will be produced.
Not much is needed to make the building suitable for
these purposes. The main structure is retained and
skylights placed along the axis of the Red Barn will
give direction inside the building and new units can
be arranged within the structure. This will keep costs
low, the tenants flexible and generate new possibilities.

possible inbetween use of DHL building

The Red Barn
The Red Barn will be the symbol of change for the
Kilen area. Therefore we suggest flexible use with
good branding. A hub will offer office-spaces for rent,
which will meet C2C requirements. The Hub can be a
bar, Ronneby’s meeting point and a showcase for the
technology of the area. Also it can be a shop, a restaurant, an exhibition space or all of the above. Whereas
the concrete surface on the rest of the site will be
demolished for park and phytoremediation purposes,
the concrete around the red barn could stay to serve
as an informal and multifunctional public space to
extend the incubator function of the Red Barn . To be
able to accommodate these functions a highly flexible
pneumatic structure will be added to the Red Barn.

addition according to its use
These structures have the advantage that with use of
limited material; spaces of great iconic meaning can
be created in a short period of time. The space can be
adapted to real needs. Once the structure has served
its purpose and put Kilen on the map it can be dis
15

BUSINESS DEVELOPMENT
mantled and reused somewhere else without of loss
of material or embodied energy. The structure can
be used at peak moments, for example, city meetings
and special occasions such as candlelit dinners on
the river that are aimed at promoting Kilen. Due to
its great iconic possibilities it is very visible from the
train and will easily attract attention.

Expanding the business community is crucial to
ensure that younger age groups are attracted to Ronneby. The Kilen area in particular already holds
remarkable and innovative entrepreneurs and businesses. Showcasing these examples and communicating a strong vision for sustainable and (C2C inspired)
closed-loop industrial development puts Kilen on the
map as a hub for sustainable development.
Focusing future development on sustainability and
healthy living can be done by inviting third parties
to the site with ambitions to develop their business
around healthy buildings and closed material loops.
A hub with such a focus will draw attention within
Sweden, but even internationally. This in turn will
attract, young entrepreneurs, new start-ups and businesses that want to relocate themselves in an area that
enjoys international attention and serves as a knowledge community for healthy buildings, materials and
sustainable business models.

creating useful and spectacular spaces out of nothing

healthy city companies
The Softcentre and Cufur and several innovative
entrepreneurs (water-cutting, sports / training centre,
renewable energy companies, and so forth) can be
the anchor point for the development of such a hub.
Connecting the programs to the universities in Karlskrona and Karlshamn (or an other university) will
strengthen the role of the Soft Centre for education.
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However, the business park on the Kilen site and the
connection to existing entrepreneurial activities will
make the park unique and ensure that the investment
will attract activities that can not easily be moved or
repeated in other areas.
At the moment there is already vacant business space
in the Kilen area. Hence, creating new office space
should be done with care. Knowing that there is a
need for low-rent apartments and homes for elderly
investments decisions should be made with this need
in mind. Designing flexible building allows the transformation of offices into apartments in the future.

This might prove valuable as investments need to be
made before (all) tenants are drawn to the site. Within
offices buildings community spaces can be design as
meeting spaces and open workspaces. These workspaces may accommodate local residents that work
remotely, but do not want to work from their own
homes. If in the future buildings need to be transformed into houses, the community spaces can be
used as winter gardens or public areas with meeting
spaces, a restaurant or a cafe.
As no one can predict the future, and the housing
and office markets are slow, design for flexible use of
buildings offers a no regret approach that minimizes
capital risks. The first buildings may house the showroom and serve as a house of the future to demonstrate C2C inspired buildings techniques. Over time,
as more entrepreneurs are attracted to the spaces, a
variety of businesses can be accommodated. They
may also be used to accommodate tourists or they can
be transformed into apartments for the elderly. An
example of such a building can be found in Holland
in the head office of Priva. This building is designed
to be a head office, but it is also designed to house
several independent businesses or to be used for other
designations.
A clear vision for a circular economy is a first step
towards a sound strategy. The question in need of an
answer is whether or not the development should generate short-term profit; or should it add value in the
long term? Considering the fact that a successful circular development has to be sound in social economical and ecological terms, we think ‘yes’ is the answer
to both questions. A different approach is necessary
to achieve this.

flexible and healthy building: Woodstacker
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ENGAGING RONNEBYHUS EN ABRI
The trend in circular economy is to pay for user rights
rather than for possession, or in other words a service
orientated economy rather than a manufacturing one.
That means that producers are more likely to take
their products that are at the end of their lifetime, and
reuse and reintroduce them into a new loop. Then the
question is raised: who is the owner of the product?
The second question in this case is: who is responsible
for the consequences of its use?
A foundation or enterprise that takes responsibility
for the land and the C2C inspired program has to be
founded. The municipaility should have significant
shares in such an enterprise to influence and support
all activities.
The steps taken on Kilen aim to attract people and
invite them to participate in the activities offered on
the site. This creates awareness for the great potential
of the site. Profit will not only be measured by financial return but also by other values such as community
pride and quality of life. To begin the process incentives have been offered to encourage stakeholders to
participate in the development and the enterprise.
This can lead to start-ups and housing groups who
contribute a percentage of their profit to the use of
facilities rather than to the purchasing of them. As
an example Ronnebyhus, could establish a contract
with a company that delivers washing machines. The
company would lease and provide the machines,
rather than selling them to the tenants. The tenants
pay for the use and always benefit from the most current appliances and the company delivering them is
assured of a monthly income.
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Building the house of the future that demonstrates
how the construction sector can build affordable
healthy and sustainable buildings may be an interesting asset for the Kilen site. It serves both an icon for
the values of the Kilen business area and it will cater
to the need for low-rent apartments. The apartment
on Kilen will be located in the centre and Kilen will
hold many green spaces. It can be used by the artist in
residence to get some tested and valuable data about
reallife experience.
Similarly, ABRI might be invited to initiate a similar
development for the creation of C2C inspired business
spaces. As mentioned above, offering the possibility to
change the designation from office space to housing
provides flexibility to the development and minimizes
capital risk. This example also demonstrates the need
for cooperation between Ronnebyhus and ABRI. In
fact, these parties might be offered a unique opportunity to develop the first flexible building on the Kilen
site. The building will attract attention, as it will be the
first C2C inspired healthy building. In addition, it will
also be a unique building for its flexibility in the use
phase. By cooperating in the design phase both companies can significantly lower each other’s capital risk
as they will be more willing to take over each other’s
buildings if there is a higher demand for either apartments or office space. This provides a unique flexibility feature in the development of Kilen.

HEALTHY LIFE-STYLE
Historically, Ronneby is a centre for healthy living
and wellbeing. The Spa and the Ronneby Brunn have
functioned for many decades as the symbol and main
attraction for a healthy lifestyle that people from all
over Sweden come to find in Ronneby. Additionally
the river, the many lakes in the area and the Baltic Sea
archipelago form the future attraction for health tourism for decades to come.
Currently the Spa and the city centre are unfortunately not very well connected. They both often function as separate entities, whereas they could both
benefit from each other. Functionally as well as spatially the Kilen site could form the connection needed
between the two. By developing this connection as a
inviting and enjoyable public space, well connected to
the city and the surrounding landscape, it becomes
‘the Healthy axes of Ronneby’, and as such promoting
sports and outdoor activities and adding to a healthy
way of life.
Creating a second entrance to the railway station
would also link ‘the Healthy axes of Ronneby’, via the
Kilen site to the rest of Sweden.
A healthy life style should ultimately be included in
all the layers of the Kilen development. Together they
make a true healthy, durable and happy environment.

Ronneby Brunnspark and the Spa
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STEPS
PHASE 1
Herewith we present one of the possible outcomes of
the urban development in Kilen. As stressed earlier we
strongly belief in a flexible and democratic approach
that involves the people of Ronneby as much as possible. Their participation results in development that
caters their needs and wishes and establishes ownership of the long-term goals. The needs of local residents and businesses should be the main driver for
the development. True quality can be obtained by
involving them in decisions about the urban fabric
and development rules.
In our example we think that the citizens of Ronneby mainly want an area for living, combined with
some leisure and small businesses. A design rule that
we used in this scenario is that every flat has a visual
connection with the Ronneby river. In addition we
cater the need for a variety of outdoor spaces: private, semiprivate and public. These facilities enable
outdoor sport along the park as well as growing fresh
food, and housing food markets. An important development rule is the desire to locate bigger businesses
mainly on the other side of the train tracks.
The development principals are flexible and can
evolve over time. As an example, the first occupants
may want flexible housing that doesn’t creates shadow
on other buildings. In the second phase this might be
changed to a rule that states that a maximum of 1/3 of
each building may be shaded by neighbouring buildings.
Another possible rule could be that every owner of
a plot of land has to make three sides of the land
accessible for others. This creates connectivity and an
accessible street pattern. These rules and development
principles determine the final result of the Kilen area.
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FLEXIBLE URBAN PLANNING:
The municipality of Ronneby emphasized that flexibility is a crucial element in the urban planning for
Kilen. Given the current market conditions, we know
that there is a limited demand for houses. In addition,
there currently are empty office spaces in Soft Centre.
The slow housing market stresses the need to develop
Kilen in a way that will arouses interest in the area
and hence creates an additional demand for property.
Anchor point developments are essential for Kilen.
New icons, such as: interesting C2C buildings, high
quality outdoor spaces and an attractive and visible
cluster small businesses, can provide these essential
elements. To create interest, initiatives need to be
linked directly to the needs and desires of the local
(business) community.
Founding the development of Kilen on real and existing needs and desires of the local (business) community can not be done with a rigid and fixed urban plan
for the area. Instead, a process should be facilitated
to invite parties to share their ideas for the area and
enables them to develop new initiatives. By selecting
serious and interesting initiatives investments can be
aimed to accommodate serious and existing residents
and business. Growth planning is a process that is
developed to enable flexible urban planning and realize all (C2C) goals over time.
We suggest that the first steps we take are small and
reversible but visible and powerful enough to start
the necessary change. Therefore we believe that three
components are necessary for the first phase that can
be conducted in 2014.
1. The Red Barn should be used as an incubator
for the area’s transformation. A flexible and
expandable system should be incorporated
with the existing building to maximize
its usability. An inflatable flexible foil

construction system can create a climatecontrolled environment. The structure is
minimalistic, it has a prominent visual
presence and it can easily be disassembled
once its use is obsolete. Before the building
can be used, the existing roof will need to
be replaced due to Asbestos contamination.
Therefore, the new lightweight structure can
extend the overall surface horizontally and
also serve as a new roof.
2. Parts of the Kilen area should be transformed
into a park, which will connect Brunnspark
with the city centre along the river. The
park will make the area more attractive and
liveable for the people of Ronneby while
remediating the soil. The park could be used

for small allotments for the inhabitants of
the apartments opposite the station or for
sports facilities such as a basketball court or a
running track.
3. The initial measure should uncover and
connect the Kilen area. It is necessary to
establish a connection between the railway
station and the area. In the first instance
a path can make this connection over the
railway tracks, which are in use sporadically.
By doing so the area becomes accessible from
the city centre, from the park and from the
main infrastructure – the railway – itself.
These three components increase the visibility of the
Kilen area to passers-by, demonstrating that something intriguing is happening in Ronneby. The space
created can be used as an impact-hub – a space where
people can come to collaborate, discuss and develop
ideas for Kilen and Ronneby – the Red_Hub.
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‘Impact Hubs are where change goes to work. Part
innovation lab, part business incubator and
part community centre, we offer our members a
unique ecosystem of resources, inspiration, and
collaboration opportunities to grow impact. We
believe a better world evolves through the combined accomplishments of creative, committed
and compassionate individuals focused on a common purpose.’(www.Impacthub.net)

Kilen 2014
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The outside space could be made more visible and
lively by holding a Saturday farmers-market. The
parking spaces of the neighbouring DHL, which are
not in use on Saturdays can be used so no extra parking area is needed. There will also be a link on the
Red_Hub to an Ideas Wall where the citizens and
stakeholders of Ronneby can suggest ideas for the
future development. The main stakeholders of the
area should be involved and have the opportunity to
be present in the space. Cefur, the waterjet-lab, Tarkett or ECO Science could have a physical presence
there. The café and catering could run by Villa FloraViola and the market could become an extension of
Äggaboden.

Next to the Red Barn a phytoremediation park is created to clean the soil and to provide an immediate
attractive setting right next to the Red Barn. Connecting the railway station invites train commuters to visit
the site and initiates the first step into connecting the
site to its neighboring areas.

KILEN 2014

POSSIBLE FUNCTIONS TO ADD

The Red Barn is an interesting building that can be
used to connect the past to Kilen’s future. Highly flexible constructions, such as light and inflatable domes
with random shapes or greenhouse structures that
can be disassembled and relocated can be added to
the Red Barn. The inflatable shapes can be used inside
the Red Barn, as an extension or even overarch the
Red Barn. These structures are cheap, can be relocated and they can be added quickly to provide new
functions (e.g. workshop space, meeting space, showroom, food market, etc.).
The inflatable domes have eye-catching shapes. The
combination of old and new materials and shapes
arouse curiosity. The new functions provide immediate new dynamics in development of Kilen. Entrepreneurs and the local community are invited to start
new initiative in these new and exciting space(s). This
is a first step involving the community and entrepreneurs to share their dreams and ideas for Kilen.
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Involvement of local community and businesses provides insights in the interests and the willing of the
local community to invest in new initiatives on Kilen.
This is important input for Phase 2 and provides input
for the growth path of Kilen.

• Artists residents (provide art for Kilen and
first inhabitants)
• Tourist
housing:
connect
to
Spa
(Brunnsparken) and Sports Center (Stac)
for treatment or other tourist activities for
outdoor sports, etc.
• C2C adaptable or temporary living spaces
for elderly: these units serve as temporary
housing for elderly to establish their needs
and wishes that enable them to live happily
and independently.
• C2C de-constructible house (relocatable
buildings) to house temporary functions.
Buildings can be sold and transported to
other areas.
• Horticulture and urban agriculture, combined
with bar & restaurant that serves locally grown
food
• Food market for locally grown food
• Workspaces and/or hub for flexible remote
working

1
Kilen 2014
a start is made with the RedBarnHub
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ADVANTAGES OF A ROADMAP THAT IS
BASED ON GROWTH PLANNING
This roadmap based on growth planning enables flexible planning that addresses the sustainability goals,
utilizes local opportunities and involves the development the local community. This way, the development will be base on actual demands and desires.
Developing flexible buildings and inviting new initiatives allows an gradual investment that matches the
demand for new buildings. This approach minimize
the initial investment risks and speeds up the initial
steps to make use of the empty site.

growth

growth

The first modest investments will draw attention to
Kilen and stimulate the demand for development
of new businesses and new property on Kilen. The
investment in permanent buildings can be spread out
over a longer period of time to matches the development of the demand for new apartments, business
and office space.
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PHASE 2

KILEN 2015

The next step will take place in 2015. This year should
be used to derive the best ideas for the area from the
Red_Hub and establish the real needs of the stakeholders and citizens. The real demand will now be visible
and measureable and a flexible plan for the infrastructure of the area can be developed based on this data.
The initial rules that were established for the development can be further adapted to meet these needs.

The contacts and input gathered in phase 1 provides
valuable insights in to the needs and the willingness
of entrepreneurs and the local community to invest
in new initiatives and housing. The input from phase
1 is used to develop additional initiatives and add
new functions to Kilen. Start-ups are accommodated
in new additional temporary and flexible spaces for
these new initiatives.

An annual artist in residence programme should be
introduced, where an artist is invited to come and live
in Ronneby in the short-term with the intention to
create one piece of art or installation. The artist may
choose work in close cooperation with – or for – the
Ronneby Cultural Centre, one of the biggest cultural
centres in South Sweden. The artist will be asked to
work with the resources of Ronneby and produce
one visible sign of change for the Kilen area. These
resources can be from nature, the high-tech industry
or whatever they associate with Ronneby. The artworks can be exhibited in the open space alongside
the river and by doing so these artworks strengthen
the link between the city and Brunnsparken.

New temporary structures that can be re-used elsewhere minimizes investment risk and adds flexibility
in the development. Temporary buildings (Design for
Disassembly Houses) can be build quickly and used
for different purposes. They can attract entrepreneurs
that are looking for a space that can be designed to
their needs and desires. The spaces are ideal for startup businesses that want to connect to the Soft Center
or the buldings can serve as a hub and meeting place
for remote workers. The buildings can also be used as
a showroom for C2C products and innovative local
businesses (such as Water Jet).

The Backsippan Preschool Project is an excellent
example that is centred on C2C and we suggest that
a similar such concept be adopted and applied to the
artist’s house of temporary residence in the Kilen
area. This structure will be financed by Ronnebyhus
and developed by a group of students in collaboration with experts and the local industry. The aim is
that through collaboration the local industry will be
strengthened and the local timber industry will be
developed from the supplier chain into a high-end
industry. The developed prototype can be tested and
monitored while it is in use. This makes it possible
not only to establish theoretical knowledge but to also
collect and use practical data to improve the prototype over time. This prototype could give direction to
future housing development on the site.
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Phase 1 showcases the first initiatives in Kilen and
demonstrate how the area is transformed. This development helps attract future residents. C2C test case
building provide living space for Artists that provide
art on the walking and biking route that connects
Brunnspark to Kilen. By connecting Kilen to the other
side of the river via bridges for pedestrians en bikes
neighboring residents can easily visit Kilen. The river
is no longer a barriers, but adds quality as a location
for bars and restaurants with terraces and winter gardens.
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Kilen 2015
first flexible and temporary build structures appear
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PHASE 3

KILEN 2017:

‘The site offers space for new local initiatives. By inviting local entrepreneurs to set up new initiatives, Ronneby stimulates entrepreneurship. A C2C-inspired
vision will trigger new local economic development
that serves as the business card of Ronneby, right
next to the train station, the entry point of Kilen and
Ronneby. Initiating this development with temporary
structures (e.g. greenhouses and barns that can be
disassembled and rebuild elsewhere) new social and
economic traffic will be attracted at minimal capital
risk. The construction of ’the house of the future’ to
demonstrates C2C inspired building will strengthen
the attraction of healthy and sustainable oriented
tourism, entrepreneurship and residents.’

In phase 3 there is a variety of activities located on the
site. Additional activities can be accommodated by
using the DHL building, e.g. for a food market or to
create ateliers. Using the existing building minimizes
investment risk, accelerates the development of local
initiatives and make optimal use of elements that are
already on the side. The old DHL building will in time
be replaced to provide more permanent functions and
buildings.
In this phase the first successful initiatives will start to
consider more permanent housing options. Together
with these parties the development and investment
opportunities are examined. The flexible first phases
enable the development that is driven by local demand
and matches the growth of the demand for housing
and new businesses.
As more functions settle an investment is done to create new pedestrian and cycle paths from Kilen to the
fly-over. This will further connect Kilen even better to
the other side of the railway.
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Kilen 2017
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Kilen 2017
the created need allows to reuse the DHL building and strengthen infrastructure
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PHASE 4:
The activities on the site provide an attractive environment for residential use. In the first three phases
the demand for permanent residential houses and
office spaces has grown and has become more clear.
Based on the demand and interest for new housing
on Kilen, the parties that invested low risk temporary
structures can substantiate and justify investments
in more permanent structures. The first permanent
apartments, leisure functions and offices spaces will
be build.
The park will be relocated along the railway where
no permanent buildings can be located. Cars can be
parked behind a green wall limits the visibility of the
cras and transformation houses from the railway.
If the current bus site (on the east side of the railway) can be relocated to a new suitable area outside
the centre of Ronneby, the area will provide space for
additional and larger business development. This enables Kilen to transform into an area for living, and leisure with small offices spaces that add liveliness to the
site all day long.
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Kilen 2017
permanent buildings appear on the plot to house the increased need for housing
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PHASE 5:
By now the plants have cleaned the soil. These areas
can now be used for additional permanent buildings.
The increase of traffic justifies the investment in a
pedestrian bridge that connects Kilen to the train station in a more permanent manner.
The business development on the bus site will continue to make full use of this area.
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Kilen 2020
permanent structures are densified and probably plots on formerly poluted spots can be occupied
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PHASE 6
‘A demand driven development approach enables
flexible adaptation of the development on Kilen. Over
time flexible buildings will replace temporary structures enabling a flexible planning process that truly
addresses the needs of housing, social initiatives and
local entrepreneurship. The connection with the city
and Brunnspark will be strong and a sound infrastructure integrates the new healthy quarter into the
fabric of Ronneby. The railway tracks are a connection
rather than a border.’

KILEN 2024:
Demolishing the DHL buildings will enable the creation of smaller scale buildings that better suit the size
of Kilen. The temporary functions can be relocated to
suitable permanent buildings on the premises or location next to the site. Shops, workspaces, bars, restaurants and offices can be located on the ground floor of
the new apartment buildings.
In accordance with the permanent structures green
corridors, paths, roads and squares are build to connect neighbors and promote community contact and
interaction.
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Kilen 2024
a new livly quarter of Ronneby is created driven by the needs of the citizens of Ronneby
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profiles
Kilen 2024
profiles of the ”final” situation
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Kilen 2024
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SUMMARY
Rather than developing a master plan being filled in
over time, guidelines are suggested. These guidelines
are open for change and adaptable to future needs of
the development the upcoming years. These needs
and wishes are established by inviting all citizens and
local companies to share their ideas and wishes for the
area. The only framework given as a starting point is
that it has to be a healthy and cradle to cradle inspired
neighbourhood.
To organize the development an entity for the purpose
of the development of Kilen is established. This entity
takes care of all the goals and wishes. Parties who
want to join the development become share-holders
and by doing so commit themselves to the goals. The
municipality can provide start-up capital and be the
main share-holder. The Kilen Development Company will need to create its own business case and
act as in independent organisation. The municipality could delegate this to ABRI or Ronnebyhus. The
Kilen Development Company will adapt and develop
the vision that is already created by the municipality
in 2013 and 2014.
The roadmap for demand driven development incorporates the following steps:
• Design and build a park that cleans the soil
and connects Brunnspark with the city centre
along the river. The train station plays a key
role in the accessibility of the development.
• Flexible and temporary structures are
introduced to extend existing space and
initiate new activities on Kilen.
• The new structures and conducted programms
are aiming to get Kilen known to a bigger
audience.
• Invite local people and businesses to present
their ideas and plans for Kilen.
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• A business community development program
inspired by cradle to cradle and based on
existing technology and businesses is started.
• The house of the future is built on the area
and tested to get some real life data for
improvement.
• Cooperation with schools or universities in
the surrounding helps to attract young people
and share the developed technology.
• Over time the needs for apartments, offices,
meeting spaces and tourists or sport facilities
is monitored.
• Replacing temporary structures with healthy
permanent but flexible buildings.
By doing so a new form of urban planning will be
established. Therefore also the legal instruments have
to be flexible enough to allow a development rather
based on flexibility and changes in time than on a
known master plan. The urban plan will then be based
on local needs and possibilities. Not only profit is the
driving force but also other aspects as health, pleasure
and biodiversity will be taken into account. A healthy
and happy neighbourhood with a sound mix of functions can evolve on Kilen. An example of daring to
change the world will be established by using the best
available and also doing things differently where necessary.
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